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Abstract. Legal information is an asset for decision making not only by EU
institutions but also by member states, local administrations, businesses and citizens.
Accurate, target-orientated, and timely information could enhance the digitisation
of decision-making processes. Data such as legislation acts, bills, case laws,
resolutions and decisions, published in each Member States’ language, as well as
administration and citizen-generated content is increasingly embedded in large
amounts of textual data available on the Internet. The vision of ManyLaws is to
produce semantically annotated Big Legal Open Data, easily searchable and
exploitable based on text mining tools and algorithms offered through proper
visualization techniques. The proposed workshop will focus on the factors that can
contribute to the effective delivery of the new services, together with the legal and
ethical implications associated with the application of advanced computing
technologies to the acquisition, storage, and processing of legal information.
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1. Motivation for the Workshop
Although society is overwhelmed with an overload of legal information, only legal
experts can follow the latest legislation and case law produced by parliaments and courts
on a national and on a European level. Accurate, target-orientated, and timely
information is needed not only by EU institutions but also by member states, local
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administrations, businesses and citizens at almost every stage of the decision making
process.
Such, by policy makers required and/or produced data, is increasingly embedded in
large amounts of textual data available on the Internet. Furthermore, the large amount of
information concerning laws that apply in the EU countries currently remains fragmented
across multiple national databases or inaccessible systems, mainly consisting of
documents (legislation acts, bills, case laws, resolutions, decisions) published in each
Member States’ language. In addition, administration-generated content (e.g. local
communications, regulations), citizen-generated relevant content (e.g. blogs, newsletters,
social media posts) and news published in EU member states concerning legal events
(e.g. law publication, draft law deliberation, EU directive publication) could be
considered of major importance in every-day or in mid- and long-term decision making.
It is estimated the above database will contain more than 1 trillion words in 21 different
languages, corresponding to about 10 million “volumes” of classical books, when
another 5,000 such “volumes” will be added for study on a daily basis.
Due to the sheer volume of data, the manual extraction of the relevant data it contains
is nearly impossible. Text mining and analysis tools become necessary to address the
problem of volume, of currentness, and in order to provide the right information in the
proper format. The information processing stage of such an infrastructure should make
use of massively parallel computing tools, balancing the load between batch and realtime service modes. Two stages should be supported: (i) Pre-processing: This stage
includes data reading and initial cleansing, anonymization if needed, semantic annotation
and formulation for processing; (ii) Mining: This stage includes processing tasks based
on text mining tools and algorithms relying on a super-computing infrastructure, in order
to produce service – oriented intermediate results.
The vision of ManyLaws is to produce and build the proper environment of
semantically annotated Big Legal Open Data, one that is easily searchable and
exploitable with proper visualization techniques. The ultimate objective is to provide the
technical foundation and the tools for making legal information available to everybody,
in a customizable, structured and easy to handle way.
The developed services will ensure real time provision towards citizens, businesses
and administrations based on the most common needs of each user type. The current
envisioned services provide the following: parallel search in many EU member-state
legal frameworks using simple keywords (through parallel translation of search terms),
assessment of the degree of transposition of an EU directive in a national legal
framework, indicating relevant national legislation and monitoring the status of
transpositions, analysis of references to the european legislation by national laws,
comparative analysis of equivalent or relevant laws from different EU member states,
comparative analysis of connected laws from the same member state, timeline analysis
for all legal elements, visualising the progress and current status of a specific national or
European legislation (after amendment/extensions) over time including preparatory acts
and agreements, interrelation of laws and news or social media posts, including sentiment
analysis, various geo-related visualisations (e.g. EU maps indicating different
parameters), various text-related visualisations (e.g. wordle, sentiment graphs,
interrelation maps, etc.) and other common visual aids (e.g. graphs, charts, tables, etc.),
visualizations of correlations, dependencies and conflicts between different laws and
decision support services (e.g. impact assessment) within legal procedures.
Although legal information is generally considered to be at the core of the open data
movement and a major part of public sector information [1], there are implications in

considering the way text mining tools are used to produce results. Within this context
operative services of Many Laws will facilitate not only the decision making processes
but also enable access to legal information across the European Union. The legal and
ethical considerations pertaining to the application and use of data mining tools and
methods must not be overlooked. Wahlstrom et. al. [2] argue that data mining as a
process is not in itself ethically problematic; instead ethical dilemmas arise when the data
to be mined is of a personal nature. Individual consent (or lack thereof) to data being
collected and used is a further ethical consideration [3]. In this context, [2] identify four
ethical issues associated with data mining that warrant further investigation: privacy, data
accuracy, database security, and stereotyping.
In this workshop, we will enquire into the need for a legal and ethical framework
concerning legal text mining and, if so, the possible versions of this framework.
Particularly we will determine the concerned data protection, copyright laws and find
possible solutions for those concerns.
1.1. Relevance of the Workshop to the JURIX Conference
The Many Laws project aims to apply information processing and text mining tools and
methods to big legal data in order to develop novel legal information processing services
for citizens, businesses and public administrations within the European Union. The
proposed workshop will focus on the factors that can contribute to the effective delivery
of the new services, together with the legal and ethical implications associated with the
application of advanced computing technologies to the acquisition, storage, and
processing of legal information.
1.2. Questions to be Addressed During the Workshop
The main goals of this workshop are to identify the factors that enable the effective
delivery of legal data-related services, and to discuss the key legal and ethical
considerations associated with the application of information processing tools to legal
text mining and database compilation. The following questions will be used as a starting
point to guide group discussions:


What are the factors against which existing projects concerned with the
publication and access to legal information can be assessed?



What are some of the key lessons from current legal text mining projects (eg.
OpenLaws) that can be taken as starting points for Many Laws?



Who are the key users of legal text mining services? What are their immediate
needs and how can a project like Many Laws fulfil these?



What are the central legal and ethical considerations when developing a legal
text mining service based on AI and supercomputing?



What are possible solutions for the legal and ethical challenges arising, and how
could they be implemented?

2. Format of the Workshop
This half day workshop (3 hours) aims to bring together legal scholars, practitioners, and
policymakers within a stimulating environment to discuss current developments,
opportunities and challenges relating to the application of text mining, the compilation
of databases, and the use of AI and supercomputing to facilitate the publication of and
access to legal information in the European context. The workshop will be divided into
two sessions, each comprising of three interrelated activities: 1) Introductory short
presentations by the organisers 2) Group breakout sessions focusing on key issues, and
3) Interactive discussions to generate conclusions.
Ideas and insights generated through discussions during this workshop will be
recorded by the organisers and shared with workshop participants and the general public
at a future date. The structure of the workshop is outlined below in Table 1.
Table 1. Workshop Agenda
Activity
Open Remarks and Introductions
Session 1: Legal Text Mining – Existing Tools and
Infrastructure
Presentation I: ManyLaws – Technical
requirements and Proposed Infrastructure
Presentation II: Legal Text Mining – Existing
Projects, Tools and Infrastructures
Breakout Session: The Value of Applying
Information Processing Tools to Enable Access to
Legal Information
Group Feedback and Discussion
Session 2: Legal, Privacy, and Ethical Implications
of Legal Text Mining
Presentation 3: Exploring the Legal, Ethical and
Privacy Implications of Legal Text Mining
Breakout Session: Benefits of and Challenges to the
Use of Text Mining within a Legal Context
Group Discussion and Final Evaluation
Formulation of Conclusions

Time
10 minutes

10 minutes
10 minutes
30 minutes

30 minutes

10 minutes
40 minutes
30 minutes
10 minutes
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